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Bring Our Young People In!

We're on the verge of Spring,
Bring our young people in!

Throw open the schoolhouse doors,
Let the Four Corners shine on them!

Light of Hogan doors opening East,
Light of the Pine and Mancos Utes

Light of the San Luis People's Ditch
About to gurgle a Sangre de Cristo.

Hang out the welcome sign of a good snowfall,
Adorn the frame of each of their dwellings

Mind and heart, meek and wild,
grand and challenging.

Front to back ranges, spine of the Continent
North to south ranges, pack them well,

Pack them on our backs if we must!
And when their limbs are strong enough

Will them on their way, there's nothing
We can do that isn't given us to do

To help them along, that isn't given us
To do, to help them along.

~Justice Gregory Hobbs